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ADDI J
54' (16.46m)   2017   Cruisers Yachts   54 Cantius
Ft. Lauderdale  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Cruisers Yachts
Engines: 2 Volvo Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: D11 IPS 950 Cruise Speed: 31 Knots
Engine HP: 725 Max Speed: 36 Knots
Beam: 15' 6" Cabins/Heads: 3 / 2
Max Draft: 4' 2" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 150 G (567.81 L) Fuel: 500 G (1892.71 L)

$969,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Cruisers
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2017
Documented Year: 2016
Beam: 15'6'' (4.72m)
Max Draft: 4' 2'' (1.27m)
Min Draft: 4' (1.22m)
LOA: 54' 7'' (16.64m)
Cabins: 3
Sleeps: 6
Heads: 2

Maximum Speed: 36 Knots
Cruise Speed: 31 Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Shape: Deep Vee
Air Conditioning: Yes
Bridge Clearance: 16' 5

Gross Tonnage: 22
Dry Weight: 43600 lbs
Fuel Tank: 500 gal (1892.71 liters)
Fresh Water: 150 gal (567.81 liters)
Holding Tank: 72 gal (272.55 liters)
Builder: Cruiser Yachts
Designer: Cruiser Yachts
Interior Designer: Cruiser Yachts
HIN/IMO: CRSXN104D617

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Volvo
D11 IPS 950
Inboard
725HP
540.63KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 310
Year: 2017
Location: Port

Engine 2
Volvo
D11 IPS 950
Inboard
725HP
540.63KW
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 310
Year: 2017
Location: Starboard

Generator 1
Onan
MDKDP-1612254
17KW
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Summary/Description

With only 310 hours on her optional larger HP Volvos (925 HP), “ADDI J” stands out from her sisterships. Not only do the
larger engines give more speed, but they will be more economical if one chooses to travel at the cruise speed of the
lesser HP engines.

With only 310 hours on her optional larger HP Volvos (725 HP), “ADDI J” stands out from her sisterships. Not only do the
larger engines give more speed, but they will be more economical if one chooses to travel at the cruise speed of the
lesser HP engines.

Until Nov 2022, “ADDI J” lived on a freshwater lake undercover in a covered slip in Texas. Since then, she has been on
Florida’s West Coast. Placed for sale by an owner retiring from this size vessel, “ADDI J” is a very nicely outfitted 54
Cantius that is most seriously for sale. 

Walkthrough

Boarding “ADDI J” is easy from a floating dock onto the wide hydraulic swim platform. Port and starboard steps lead to
the shaded aft deck area with a U-shaped lounge and wood table and two bar stools facing the opening aft bulkhead. 

A stainless steel and glass bifold door open up to the salon/galley area. 

Furthest aft is the U-shaped galley to port with refrigeration and counter space to starboard. 

Next forward is a two-person ultra leather sofa to starboard and to port a raised settee with a folding dining table.
Forward to starboard is the lower helm with an adjustable two-person helm seat.

Centerline down four wood steps is the accommodation area with an Isotherm wine cooler to port, an over under cabin
to starboard and forward a queen size VIP with a shower compartment to starboard and a toilet and sink to port.

Aft and down two steps is the private master cabin with a walk around queen size berth, two person dinette to starboard
and a large fully enclosed head to port.

Bow seating with flip up back rests offer plenty of area to catch the sun when desired.

 

Salon/Galley

The port side of the galley features a large U-shaped counter space with three under-counter cabinets and a drawer, plus
two stainless steel Vitrifrigo refrigerator drawers. A switch controls the electric sliding aft window in the Galley. The solid
surface countertop conceals both a two-two burner glass top cooktop and a double stainless steel sink with directional
spray faucet. A stainless steel Muave microwave/convection oven is mounted under the counter. Directly to starboard is
a large counter space with a Vitrifrigo stainless steel freezer drawer mounted below a drawer style Fisher Paykel
dishwasher. Directly above counters are four cabinets for storage.

Next forward is an ultra-leather white two-person loveseat with a popup 40” Jensen TV behind.

Moving forward to the salon area is a U-shaped dinette/lounge for 4-5 people and a table with foldable leaf sections. The
salon flooring is ash Gray Amtico allowing for a worry-free experience as it is easy to keep clean. This area allows you to
have near 360-degree panoramic views of the ocean around you as you cruise the waterways. Also in this area are
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Ocean Air miniblinds at the side windows, Ocean Air pleated shades aft, opening port and starboard windows midship,
and a large opening sunroof with a sliding shade.

A Polk audio 5 channel sound system, plus and Apple TV, provides music and the TV sound as desired. There are 9
overhead LED lights in the galley and 10 in the salon/helm area.

Helm Station

Stepping into the helm area of the 54 Cantius you immediately gaze at the flush mounted Garmin glass cockpit
electronics with dual 17” screens wrapped in a beautiful polished black acrylic dash. The helm wheel is ergonomically
designed with stitched leather. Several rocker switches are within easy reach to control vessel systems. Adding to the
well-designed ergonomics of the helm wheel are Volvo’s Electronic Engine Controls. Within close proximity is the Volvo
IPS Joystick ideal for easy docking with the touch of the docking button, as well as control of the featured Volvo Dynamic
Positioning System equipped on this particular 54. Trim tab controls with LED light position indicators and auto trim is
also featured at the helm. The helm seat is plush with foldable armrests and a flip up bolster for standing operation of
the vessel.

Additional Equipment includes:

Garmin GMR 624 x HD 24’ open radar array
Garmin GSD 24 advanced sonar/depth sensor
Garmin GPS map 8500 Volvo interface
3 bilge pump switches
Go Light searchlight control
Polk Audio stereo control
Ritchie 3” magnetic compass
Garmin 200 VHF
Rule highwater alarm
Fireboy engine override switch
Garmin card reader
Bennett auto trim tabs controls
Garmin GMD-20 remote
Keyless start w/Volvo FOB
Wiper and washer controls (2)
Windshield defogger
Horn switch
Battery parallel switch
Windlass switch
3 bilge pump switches

Companionway/Atrium

Stepping down four wooden treaded stairs with LED pin lights from the salon/helm area you find yourself in the atrium
area of the vessel. Each stateroom is easily accessible from the atrium. The master stateroom access is aft, forward VIP
is forward, guest head access is to port, and the bunkroom is starboard. There is plush carpeting throughout the atrium
and to port is a countertop with a three shelf Isotherm wine cooler and a drawer below. 

Forward VIP Stateroom and Head

Moving forward from the Atrium you enter the very spacious VIP Suite with a comfortable queen berth with a therapeutic
foam mattress and custom bed covers. A shelf around the berth serves as a nightstand. The forward bulkhead is
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mirrored and flanked by two gooseneck reading lights. There are two large drawers below the berth. A 28” Jensen TV
and Polk audio stereo provide entertainment for the cabin. A Large auto lit hanging locker is to port, also access to the
private ensuite shower is to starboard. The shower features a molded-in bench seat, two lights, an exhaust fan and a
rain type shower head. Ensuite head access to the two door shared guest head is to port. The shared head features a
two-door vanity with and undermount China sink in the countertop above. Above the sink are two mirrored medicine
cabinet door and a storage cabinet. The Dometic toilet is set upon Antico plank flooring to match that in the galley. Also
in the head are 4 overhead LED lights, accent lighting, A/C vent and an exhaust fan. The separate starboard side shower
is a very attractive feature in the 54 Cantius; as it allows for simultaneous use of the guest head while another guest can
utilize the shower. Plush carpeting is laid throughout the Forward VIP and the large hull side windows allow for plenty of
natural lighting with miniblinds for privacy. An optional centered skylight runs the entire length of the cabin, in place of a
single hatch.  

Starboard Guest Bunk Room

Exiting the Forward VIP aft and directly starboard is the Guest Bunkroom. The Bunkroom features upper and

lower bunks with therapeutic foam mattresses, sleeping two guests. A large hanging locker is forward, and the ships
electrical panel is aft behind cabinet doors. Plush carpeting is throughout the bunkroom with a carpeted access hatch in
the floor giving access to the vessels holding tank and overboard discharge valve.

Also in the cabin is a 24” Jenson TV, Two LED reading lights, accent lighting, a large hull side window with Ocean Air
miniblinds, a nightstand with a drawer, two drawers under the lower bunk, 4 LED overhead lights and an A/C vent.

Master Stateroom

Moving out of the Guest Bunkroom back into the atrium, you will find the access to the Full-Beam Master Stateroom aft
on centerline. The master is a very spacious full-beam retreat. The main focal point is the walk-around island queen size
berth with a therapeutic foam mattress and large nightstands with cabinet storage below. To starboard is a small dinette
table tucked between two built-in seats, including a vanity. To port is a chest of 3 drawers and 3 cabinets with a solid
surface countertop.

Behind the berth is an attractive fabric and stainless steel bulkhead with twin reading lights over the nightstands. To
both port and starboard are large hull side windows with opening sections covered by Ocean Air blinds.

At the foot of the berth is a 32” Jenson TV with a Polk audio sound bar and a Polk audio stereo head.

A large hanging locker is at the entrance to the cabin on the inboard side. Also, the cabin is indirect LED lighting and13
overhead LED lights. 

Master Head

The master head has a two-cabinet vanity with a solid surface countertop and an undermount China sink above. Three
mirrored medicine cabinets offer storage, open shelving and a small, frosted porthole are in the area. The toilet is a
Dometic brand set upon Amtico flooring. The stall shower has a clear acrylic door, a shelf, small bench, a light and a rain
type showerhead. Also in the head are 3 overhead lights, accent lighting and an A/C vent. 

Foredeck

Exiting the interior of the vessel to the aft deck and up the side walkway we find the Foredeck of the 54. The foredeck is
an excellent lounge area featuring a forward sunbed with four removable cushions and folding back rests. The decking is
non-skid throughout the foredeck area. In addition to the forward sun lounge, the 54 is equipped with the forward bow
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shade canopy with removable stainless steel poles that latch into low profile stainless steel mount bases. The anchor
locker is forward w/ Quick windlass. Anchor control comes in the form of deck mounted up and down foot switches near
anchor locker hatches or at the helm. Adding to security of the foredeck is the Stainless-steel bow rail which allows for
comfortable transitioning from the aft deck to the foredeck.

Additional features of this area:

Stainless steel plow anchor
All chain rode
Go-light spot light
Anchor locker washdown spigot
Bomar deck hatch into forward VIP
Drink holder at sun lounge
3-piece textilene windshield cover
2 windshield wipers
Dual spring line cleats
International navigation lights
KVH 5 SAT TV with matching dummy dome
Dual trumpet air horns
Stainless steel handrails over house side windows
Stainless steel fender bar at hull side windows

Aft Deck

Accessed via the port or starboard stairwell from the swim platform you enter the Aft Deck of the Cruisers 54Cantius.
The aft deck features woven grass mat flooring that snaps into place for added comfort. A large U-shaped seating lounge
with Pearl White upholstery elegantly wrapped around a finished wood table makes it the perfect spot for some alfresco
dining. The table is secured by two large stainless steel support pedestals and has the convenience of four molded in
drink holders. Forward and to port on the aft deck is the outdoor grill station. The outdoor grill station features a Kenyon
Electric Grill with changeable grill or griddle inserts, and disposable catch pan. Below the grill is a spacious cabinet
storage to store a rubbish bin and/or seating covers, etc. Directly to starboard is the aft docking station with Volvo
Joystick and an auxiliary engine info screen. One of the most attractive features of the Aft Deck is the twin bar stools
with footrests further adding to the conversational aspect of the entire space. Located in the deck is the engine room
access hatch for entrance into the 54 Cantius’ vast engine room. Protecting you and your guests from the sun is the
retractable telescopic sunshade conveniently controlled by a simple rocker switch. Twin hinged gates protect the stairs
to the swim platform area. Also in this area are overhead lights, stereo speakers, and low-level courtesy lighting. 

Swim Platform

Stepping aboard this 2017 Cruisers Yachts 54 Cantius, you will find yourself standing on the very beamy swim platform.
The swim platform of the 54 Cantius is GHC Hydraulic brand and is controlled by a handheld wired remote or wireless
pocket remotes to control its upward and downward actuation. The platform features molded in non-skid fiberglass
decking, removable tender chocks, port and starboard swim ladders, as well as port and starboard walkthroughs to
transition onto the aft deck of the vessel. A Glendinning Cable master is to starboard with stainless steel cover plate and
toggle control switch to retrieve the cord when you are ready to depart. Forward of the platform is an electronically
actuated and auto lit trunk door revealing the very spacious storage accommodating fenders, lines, boat hooks, scrub
brushes, etc.

Also in this area is a Hubble TV cord inlet, a shoreside water connection with a built in pressure regulator, low level
courtesy lights at the steps, handrail at the steps and a Whale shower wand.
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There are also port and starboard access doors into the trunk area.

Underwater lights.

Stainless steel grab bar at aft end of swim platform.

Engine Room
Twin Volvo D11 725HP IPS 950 Marine Diesel Engines, optional upgrade
7 step stainless steel ladder from hatch in aft deck
Reverso Oil Change System for Main Engines and Generator w/ oil drain tube
 Parker Racor Fuel Filtration System w/ (2) Racor 900MA Feeding Main Engines. A single Racor 500MA feeding
Diesel Generator
Algae X Fuel Magnet System installed in-line on Main Engine Fuel lines and Generator Fuel Line
Florida Marine Tanks INC 500 Gallon Diesel Fuel tank constructed of 5052 Aluminum is Vessel’s Fuel cell and is
mounted forward into aft bulkhead
LED overhead lighting
Dual Groco ARG-2520-S Engine Raw Water Sea Strainers w/ glass casing couple to a thru-hull ball valve. Starboard
raw water pickup features a crash pump for water intrusion emergencies.
Fireboy 67 pound Clean Agent Automatic Fire Suppression System
Crusair Air Conditioning Condensing Unit mounted to starboard of engine room for main deck A/C
Battery Banks for Main Engines, House, and Generator Batteries
Flooring is Feaux Diamond Plating
GHS Hydraulic Pump for sliding Galley Window and Hydraulic Swim Platform mounted in port aft corner of engine
room
Volvo Penta Corrosion Protection System mounted to aft bulkhead
 (4) Delta-T Lil Champ Ventilation Fans mounted to engine room intake and exhaust vents
20-gallon water heater

Electrical

Engine Room Electrical:

12/24 volt DC systems
120/240 volt A/C systems
240 volt Glendenning cable reel
Onan 17kW generator in sound shield with 381 hours
(2) Pronautic 30 amp 24 volt battery chargers     
(4) Group 31 engine start batteries w/2 battery shut off switches-New 10/22
(4) Group 31 house batteries with/2 battery shut off switches-New 10/22
(8) Knife switch type circuit breakers for main 24v systems
Engine room circuit breaker panel with 29 breaker protected DC circuits

Interior Electrical Panel:

240/120 panel with analog volt once and amp meter

(20) Breaker protected 120v circuits

(7) Breaker protected 240v circuits

Generator/shore breaker selector with interlock system
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Onan generator start panel with digital screen

Windlass 100 amp breaker (knife type)

12/24 volt distribution panel with:

Analog volt and amp meters
5 position switch for volt/amp meter
(16) 24-volt breaker protected circuits
(5) 12-volt breaker protected circuits
(32) 12/24- volt pop style type breaker protected circuit 

Analog water meter

Domectic holding tank monitor

Glomex terrestrial TV attenuator

USB charger ports throughout the vessel

Optional Equipment
Volvo Dynamic Positioning System
Foredeck Sunshade with stainless steel mounting poles
Bar stools white w/ black protective covers
Dockside US power with isolation transformer
Fisher Paykel Dishwasher 120V
Satellite TV
Upgraded generator 17KW 240V/60HZ
Wine Captain Wine Cooler in lower atrium
Upgrade salon sound system to Polk Surround Sound Speakers and Polk Audio Sound Bar
Centrifuge Head with holding tank and macerator pump
Reverse oil change system 3 points
Remote Joystick docking to aft deck
Extended hydraulic swim platform w/ hydraulic lift
Twin Garmin Glass Cockpit 8617’s w/ remote, 4’ open radar array, autopilot, and VHF
Icemaker / freezer combo drawer in Galley
Underwater lighting
Telescoping sunshade to aft deck

Comments

With only 310 hours on her optional larger HP Volvos (725 HP), “ADDI J” stands out from her sisterships. Not only do the
larger engines give more speed, but they will be more economical if one chooses to travel at the cruise speed of the
lesser HP engines.

Until Nov 2022, "ADDI J” lived on a freshwater lake undercover in a covered slip in Texas. Since then, she has been on
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Florida’s West Coast. Placed for sale by an owner retiring from this size vessel. “ADDI J” is a very nicely outfitted 54
Cantius that is most seriously for sale. 

Disclaimer

The company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change or withdrawal
without notice.
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Profile 54' Cruisers Yachts 2017 ADDI J  

Salon Galley Looking Forward  
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Galley to Port  

Galley Looking Aft  
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Galley to Stbd.  

Stbd. Side Loveseat  
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Portside Settee  

Salon Looking Aft  
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Helm  

Helm  
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Helm Outboard  

Helm Seat  
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Atrium Area Looking Forward  

Steps to Below  
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Wine Cooler in Atrium  

VIP Looking Forward  
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VIP to Stbd.  

VIP Starboard Aft  
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Guest Head  
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VIP Shower  
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Stbd. Side Bunk Room  

Bunk Room Electrical Panel  
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Master Cabin Entrance  

Master Berth  
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Master Cabin Looking to Port  

Master Cabin Looking to Starboard  
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Master Cabin Looking Forward  

Master Cabin Entry  
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Stbd. Side Seating  

Stbd. Side Vanity  
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Master Head  
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Master Shower  
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Side Deck  
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Windlass Detail  

Bow Lounge  
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Hard Top Equipment  

Volvo Dynamic Positioning  
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Aft Deck  

Aft Deck  
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Aft Deck  

Optional Bar Stools  
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Optional Grill  

Cockpit Controls  
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Sunshade  

Covers for All  
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Aft Deck Profile  

Steps to Hydraulic Platform  
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Wide Hydraulic Platform  

Engine Room Entrance  
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Engine Room Looking Forward  

Engine Room Looking Aft  
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Starboard Engine  

Port Engine  
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Swim Platform GHC Mechanism  

Stbd. Pod  
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Alternative Profile  

Cruisers Yachts Logo  
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